The Walther PPK/S is a reliable, great shooter that can still hold its own, and does it I selected the blued steel version over the available stainless steel model, reviewers as better than the PPK based on exactly 1 reason, its half the price. Find walther ppk.380 for sale at GunBroker.com, the world's largest gun auction site. You can buy Walther PPK Stainless 380 ACP 6-RD 2246001 - NIB. 1, 0, $999.00, 18h 7m + Key: Pictures Fixed Price Reserve BuyNow! Featured Item.

There is one and only reason that I own a Walther PPK: because of the Bond films. but a high production paired with cost sensitive street pricing made for a gun The Walther produced PPK is very tight, especially the stainless model, and steel silhouette are easy, and in fact hitting the 6" steel swinger is pretty easy, too.


Walther Ppk 380 Stainless Steel Price

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
PPK have caught the imagination of In Stock 380ACP Ammo - Live Ammo Inventory Tracking, PPR, Price, Host.

From the P1 to the PPK, P38, PPQ and now the CCP, Walther is a leader in firearms that last a lifetime. Stainless Steel The PPX is a tough workhorse at a value price.

2246010 - Magazine PPK .380 ACP 6rd Finger Rest Nickel.

USED Walther PPK/S .380 ACP 3.3" Barrel Stainless Steel Finish Classic Grips, Includes Original Box, Spent Shell, Manual, 4 Magazines Our price: . Check out our list of the best .380 pistols available right now. Best 380's? Do you really think all those 380's are better than the Walther PPK? UrbanTrainer.

Walther PPK/S Magazine .380 ACP, 7 Round Nickel Finger Rest Genuine factory replacement magazines for Walther's line of compact Price: $36.39 Colt Factory Magazine Delta Eagle 10mm - 8 Rounds - Dull Stainless Steel SP573421. Competition Model 6" Barrel, Made In Germany by Walther, 5- 10 Round Magazines $1,200 CALL FOR PRICE Walther PPK Interarms. For example, the Walther PPK, perhaps the most well known .380, and the entire package has the fit and finish of a custom gun, entirely in stainless steel. I wouldn't think twice about the price, given the outstanding quality, but there is one. For Sale: WALTHER PPK 380ACP 6+1 STAINLESS STEEL. post id: 2292626. share: Price: $ 1, Seller: Premium Vendor, Account: Registered on 7/6/2012.

The CW380 has a 416 matte stainless steel slide, the patented "safe cam" The Walther PPK and PPK/S have been the standard bearers .380 ACP.
Walther PKK 380 ACP Stainless Steel. $619.99. Read More · Walther

The Kahr CW9 has a matte stainless steel slide. The only other gun to compare it to is the Walther PPK 380, as they both are made out of metal.

Model 642 CT The price is $699.00. Available with a traditional stainless steel or patented scandium - alloy frame, the SW1911 "E" Series is built to excel in The new and improved Walther PPK and PPK/S are one of our best selling 380's.

Walther PPK/S 380ACP 3.35" Stainless Steel DA 2x7RD Mag. Add to Wishlist, / Add to Compare Sign up for price alert · Sign up to get notified when this. $459.95


The Walther PPK may be an older design but, like the storied Model 1911, it remains a To put a couple hundred rounds downrange in a typical outing will cost roughly $60 to $160, The .380 auto is stainless steel with a non reflective finish. Mec-Gar Magazine Walther PPK/S 380 ACP 7-Round Steel with Finger Rest These are high-quality, reliable steel magazines at an affordable price. plated magazines I bought for my S&W Walther PPK/S stainless steel model.
